
300 gal
SAT

The 300 gallon tank uses 3” Fernco 
style couplings at any of eight 
recessed port locations. It has three 
locations for optional 10” man-ways. 
The indented sides of this tank allow 
it to sit between and over the wheel 
wells of a standard pickup bed.

250 gal
SAT | Poly

Satellite | PolyPortables’ 250-gallon 
rotationally molded polyethylene 
holding tank works well in many 
applications. The low profile tank has 
dimensions of: 6’ x 3’, 11.5” x 18”.

Four 3” clean out ports are typically 
installed on each tank, but custom 
tanks with as few as two ports may 
be produced. A uni-seal grommet and 
threaded PVC connector are inserted 
in each port.

250 gal
SAT

The 250 gallon tank uses 3” PVC 
spigot assemblies which can be 
installed at any of 10 recessed
locations. It has two locations for 
optional 10” man-ways. The width of 
this tank allows it to sit between the 
wheel wells of a standard pickup. 

250 gal
SAT | Five Peaks

Satellite | Five Peaks 250 gallon  
holding tank is fitted with six  
recessed 3” Fernco style couplings, 
one 10” manway installed and a second 
location where you can install another 
10” manway. The deep channels in the 
tank add strength and rigidness, allow 
multiple tanks to be stacked on top 
of each other without warping. Extra 
thick side walls prevent wear-through 
from dragging and sliding and the 
width of the tank allows it to fit easily 
between the wheel wells of a standard 
pick-up, for ease of travel.

Specifications
Height - 16.35”
Width - 60”
Depth - 95”

Freshwater - 300 gal
Color - Dark Gray & Natural
Weight - 136.3 lbs

Specifications
Height - 18”
Width - 47.5”
Depth - 72”

Freshwater - 250 gal
Color - Natural
Weight - 100 lbs

Specifications
Height - 17”
Width - 46”
Depth - 92”

Freshwater - 250 gal
Color - Gray
Weight - 129 lbs

Specifications
Height - 18.18”
Width - 48”
Depth - 78”

Freshwater - 250 gal
Color - Dark Gray & Natural
Weight - 100 lbs

Containment
System
With increasing regulations for waste 
tanks and external storage tanks, 
Satellite has developed a 250-gallon 
Holding Tank Containment System 
designed to prevent contamination 
due to failure or overflow. Direct 
port connections allow the service 
technician to service the tank without 
removing the lid.

Containment
Tray
Pioneer Unit Hauler

Satellite’s Pioneer Containment tray is 
built to fit on the Pioneer trailers. The 
tray is built with high density plastic to 
withstand the road travel and trailer 
flex. Satellite’s Pioneer Containment 
Tray catches wash down and fit all 
standard size restroom bases.

Containment
Tray
SAT

Durable tray to catch wash down. Built 
strong for continual use, Satellite’s 
containment tray has a thickened base 
to hold its shape, last longer and fit all 
standard size restroom bases.

Fresh Water
Delivery 
System
Satellite’s Fresh Water Delivery 
System is a staple in the on-site water 
delivery. Our system is specifically 
designed for use with office trailer 
toilets or permanently installed sink 
fixtures. We offer this fresh water 
system in both 60 and 275 gallon sizes.
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